
Wayne is the 1976 Hobie 14 National Champion, a comfortable spot he's
earned through the years, having placed second in the 14 Nationals in 1971,
1972, 1973, and winning in 1974 as well as this year. Diverse and knowledgeable,
Wayne handles a Hobie 16 with the same aplomb, taking 7th in this year's
National competition and 18th in ourfirst Hobie 16 Worlds. Wayne's a thinker
who puts all the strategies together and, most valuable to us all, is always will-
ing to share his opinions and experience. Here's just a few nuggets from the
gold mine...

If being around catamarans for
over 20 years qualifies one as an ,; I
expert, then I guess you can count 1. 1 ... .4
me in. There are others who have .,...

spent less time on cats who know It.1,1 315 gall the things I know and more; I 4 r..
just speak from time invested and
exposure to the art.

I was sitting on my front-yard 1,
beach at Poche one day in 1967, f
pondering all the cats and outrig- · 1 Y,
gers that existed, most battered and .'ll '• 37
worn, when Hobie Alter dropped by. . t.. . 4/ 'Pli
I remember it pretty well because he '7..- .....,# ... 1
had a legal pad under his arm, a ... 1-3 . A.,
pencil behind his ear and a tape and
calipers in his hands. And his head ilillijililiajil,ki,4/.-il• *
had been in the same groove. He said, • • - I - ..:. -
66., • ==Ff=!,al<,Z• .4i m going to design that cat,we've •
always talked about." I was there • r,FS:,
in the beginning. ........

By Wayne Schafer
Now we've got the boat, and here . '

I am down the line with some of the
to memory, you can practice with

advice and hints that have developed
confidence and progress faster with

along the way. Common question
the racing pursuit. Here are some

number 1: "Hey Wayne, what things
of the points that I feel are important

do you put on your Hobie to gain
to make a boat competitive.

speed over the rest of the racing
fleet?" Fortunately, the class rules

TUNING YOUR BOATkeep the boat simple and the Hobie
14 doesn't lend itself to go-fast gad- I can't say enough about the
gets. It is a simple design but it does importance of having the rudders
take more than a simple skipper to in good alignment and raked for a
make it live up to its potential. One balanced helm. By balanced helm,
of the first things that I would do if I mean a slight weather helm, which
I were just getting into Hobie Cat is the only way that the skipper dan
racing would be to open the manual determine the performance of his
and read the sailing instructions. boat. The rudder blades should be
It's amazing how few people do this. as true a shape as you can rnake
If you read the manual, you auto- them. I pay particular attention to
matically have a head start on most the leading and trailing edges of the
beginning skippers. Once you have blades. I like my leading edge to be
committed the sailing instructions a little more full and rounded to cut

down on separation; that makes it
more forgiving and causes less cavi-
tation. I trim the trailing edges very
fine to cut down on turbulence. I
know of no shape that does it all.
You have to give something to get
something, so anything you do will
be a compromise at best. At any rate,
a well-tuned set of rudders is essen-
tial to good boat speed.

A second tip for race tuning is to
slightly over-rotate the mast stops;
this allows the mast to bend more,
flattening the sail and relieving the
leech in windy conditions which
helps hold down the Hobie. I usually
cut about an eighth of an inch off
each side of the mast stops. You can
cut off as much as a quarter of an
inch on each side ifyou prefer; I don't
recommend removing much more.

The next area I am fussy about is
mast rake. There has been a lot said
about how much mast rake a Hobie
should have; I know of no setting
that will work for all,Hobie Cats.
My approach is to take a Hobie and
start out with the mast vertical. I
sail the boat to determine the bal-
ance, then rake the mast bit by bit
until the boat feels right sailing to
windward. Remember, in smooth
water you can get away with less
rake than in rough water. Raking
the mast moves the center of effort
toward the rudders and damps the
pitching movement caused by
wind chop.

I don't consider a boom vang as
essential as I used to. They are still
useful at times and I recommend
carrying one. However, I think that
you can lose more than you can gain
by fiddling with one every time you
sail off the wind. Racing around
the buoys requires concentration,
and having to remember to set and
release "go-fast" gadgets sometimes
can cost you more than the help they
can give. I carry a very simple vang,
much like a large rubber band with
a hook at either end, and generally
use it only in extremely light or
heavy conditions.

SAIL SHAPE AND
TUNING FOR WEATHER

Sail shape is a biggie... everyone
has their own set of preferences and
techniques. I look at it like this-the

*
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Let Hobie expert Wayne Schafer tell you how to unleash your Hobie 14...



Hobie 14 sail has be6n through a lot
of development over the past nine
years and the present sail is as good
as any I've seen. The new sail has a
fine shape and using the stock bat-
tens with some adjustment to the
mast rotation is a pretty clean way
to go. I would start out by altering
the mast rotation as discussed earlier,
and then put in the battens with just
enough tension to get the wrinkles
out. Next, do some sailing to see how
the boat balance feels. By altering
the mast rotation, you automatically
shift the draft forward, moving the
center of effort forward, as well.
This will cause the boat to be more
tender in her bows and that is when
raking the mast becomes useful. As
you sail and adjust the mast rake,
you will find a point at which the
Hobie trims out well to windward.
The main reason for setting up a
Hobie to sail close-winded is that
Hobie races are seldom won on the
downwind leg. If you're not there at
the weather mark with the lead boats,
you're not likely to catch them
downwind.

Sail shape in a Hobie is chiefly
influenced by means of downhaul
and outhaul tension once you have
decided on the proper batten ten-
sion. The more tension in the battens,
the more camber in the forward part
of the sail. This will also tighten the
leech somewhat. I generally adjust
the battens as mentioned so that they
are just tight enough to take out the
wrinkles, then I adjust the downhaul
and outhaul until I get the sail close
to a uniform shape. Next, I go sailing
to see how the sail sets with some
wind on it and then fine tune the sail
shape if necessary. Often, one or
more of the battens will need some
individual attention to perfect the
overall shape. It is a good idea to
mark the downhaul, outhaul, and
battens to keep track of the adjust-
ments you have already made.

Now that you have attended to the
basic setup of your Hobie 14, here
are some adjustments which apply
to the conditions you may encounter
while sailing or racing. In very light
conditions-three to five knots of
wind and smooth water-you may
set your sail with light batten tension
to compensate for the reduced down-
haul; however, be sure to retain a

uniform shape in your bottom panel.
Although a Hobie usually sails best
with the draft in the forward 30 to
35 percent of the sail area (including
mast), in very light conditions the
wind does not have the power to
bend around a full sail section, es-
pecially the forward part. By easing
the downhaul you reduce the draft
in the forward part of the sail. Now,
when you sheet in the main, the draft
will tend to move aft, which is
helpful.

Another adjustment you can ex-
periment with in light air is to try to
align the leech of the sail parallel to
the centerline of your Hobie. This

Moderate to medium winds, eight
to fifteen knots, call for readjust-
ment of the sail shape. More batten
tension is required to put additional
camber in the sail. More downhaul
tension is needed to pull the draft
forward. The outhaul should be
adjusted for moderate tension on the
leech. Making these adjustments and
tightening the outhaul so that you
have a full bottom panel next to the
boom should help give the sail good
power to drive your Hobie through
chop. Remember, there are no fixed
settings for adjusting your sail shape
to different conditions. You must
sail and race while working with
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means positioning your traveler car
slightly to weather. By doing this
you will relieve some of the negative
pressure on the leech and give your
boat more forward thrust and less
leeway. Once you have positioned
your traveler car, you can sheet your
main in quite firmly to keep the sail
from bouncing and thus wasting
what little wind there is. Any bounc-
ing around on a Hobie can prove
disastrous in light airs.

Also in light weather, try loosen-
ing the shrouds to let the whole rig
sag to leeward a few degrees. This
allows you to carry your traveler
closer to the centerline of the boat.
A loose rig is very effective down-
wind as the mast can swing forward,
the boom can move farther forward,
and the loose shrouds will interfere
less with the sail shape.
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these adjustments to learn what
works best for you.

When the wind begins to get into
the range of 15 to 30 knots, you will
again want to readjust your sail
shape. If you have not over-rotated
the mast, you should release some of
the downhaul tension to move the
draft back and flatten the forward
part of the sail. Depending on your
ability to hold the boat down, the
outhaul should either be tensioned
to tighten the leech for more drive,
or eased to spill some of the wind.
If your mast is over-rotated, you can
either tighten the downhaul or leave
it as it is, depending on your weight.
Mast bend will flatten the forward
part of the sail and let the leech twist
off. You will need to tension the out-
haul to complement the mast bend.
Traveler position should be changed
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to help you sail as flat as possible.
The only way to sail upwind on a
heavy day is to ease the traveler car
out until you can control the heel of
your Hobie. If you constantly have
the weather hull in the air, you are
pretty much stalled out and making
excessive leeway.

WEIGHT TRIM
IS CRUCIAL

Weight trim is one of the more
important aspects of racing a Hobie
14. Sailing to windward, your weight
(depending on the conditions) is
best positioned near the shroud,
assuming that there is enough wind
to raise your windward hull now
and then. If the bows are tender,
adjust your weight to allow for this.
When the conditions are light, move
inboard and forward, as long as the
water isn't too choppy. If the water
is very choppy, then you should
position yourself toward the center
of the trampoline so that you can
lean forward or back to help counter-
act hobbyhorsing.

When you come to a reaching leg,
position yourself much the same as
when sailing to windward. In reach-
ing, the bow is the chief considera-
tion. If the bow is digging in, then
move aft to compensate. In extreme-
ly windy conditions, move all the

way back to the very corner of the
trampoline frame to keep the bow
from submerging.

On a run, move to the centerline
and as far forward as conditions will
allow. The closer to the center you
sit, the less burden the hulls seem
to be. If you can sail well enough to
sit on the leeward side ofyour Hobie,
you can reduce the wetted surface.
I find this pretty difficult to do effi-
ciently, so I am reluctant to recom-
mend it unless it comes naturally to
you. Try it a few times and see if you
can perfect the technique.

Weight trim is difficult to explain
precisely because you must constant-
ly shift position according to the
conditions. I strongly suggest that
you experiment as much as you can
in racing conditions and in practice
with other competitors in order to
improve your skills. They are
invaluable.

TACKING PROPERLY

Problem number one-tacking
a Hobie 14, a maneuver which can
be quite costly when racing. If you
are training by yourself for racing,
practice tack after tack and jibe after
jibe. Basic tacking procedure, when
sailing in moderate conditions, is to
bear away slightly to build up speed,
then, keeping forward in the boat,

trim your rudders to about 20 de-
grees so as not to reduce your speed
too much, and sail your Hobie into
the wind. Then, and only then, do
you move aft, keeping your rudders
in the same trim. Ease the mainsheet
while moving back to keep the sail
from weathervaning the boat .head
to wind. Your being aft raises the
bows and allows the Hobie to pivot
on her after sections. When the bows
are sufficiently past head to wind,
straighten the rudders, begin sheet-
ing in the main, and move forward
as the boat begins to gain way. If
you miss the tack and are locked
head to wind, then "plan B" is to
reverse your rudders immediately
and back wind your main. This will
back your Hobie around to the tack
you were trying for.

When you feel you have mastered
all this, then you can get into roll
tacking. I don't recommend it until

you have spent a lot of time practic-
ing the basic tacking maneuver.
Begin roll tacking by hiking out and
staying in that position while tack-
ing your Hobie until the bows just
cross head to wind, then scramble
to the high side. If you miscalculate
and hike too long or hard, it's adios.

Don't risk fouling another boat
by trying to tack in a tight situation.
Give yourself room and concentrate
on making a good tack. Remember,
tacking a Hobie is a penalty in dis-
tance. A Hobie 14 averaging 10 knots
over the water will gain 169 feet on
a Hobie making a 10 second tack.
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That's a dozen boat lengths. The
importance of constantly perfecting
your tacking ability can't be over-
emphasized. It can win or lose races.
To jibe, I begin by rotating the tiller
extension to leeward, parallel to
the tiller bar. Then, steering through
the jibe, I grasp the sheet both to
start the main across and to cushion
the shock as I jibe over. This jibing
technique should be practiced as
diligently as tacking.

RIDING THE WAVES

Another tip to concentrate on is
maintaining a favorable angle to
the waves and swells-this is essen-
tial to good boat speed. If you are
beating against a severe chop which
prevents you from sustaining boat
speed, then it is time to crack off to
get a better angle through the waves.
This will help you achieve and main-
min greater speed, and 90 percent
of the time it will pay off, even
though you sail a longer course.

Try to keep in mind that the Hobie
hull was designed. for surfing condi-
tions. On a run or a reach, you can
sometimes double your speed by
using waves in coordination with
wind. The more proficient you be-
come at this, the faster you can go.
It takes a lot of practice, concentra-
tion and patience to surf a Hobie,
but it will pay off if you are into rac-
ing. Try broad reaching to get on a
wave, then as you bear away with
the wave, the apparent wind will
come forward, increasing your
speed. When running in winds under
10 knots, sail close to the rhumb
line. Weight trim is extremely im-
portant-move well forward and
near the centerline of the Hobie. In
winds over 10 knots, you can put a
little tension on your leech by sheet-
ing in slightly.

THE START

Starting strategies are a whole
subject onto themselves; here briefly
is a thumbnail view ofthe most com-
mon techniques.

In most Hobie regattas the port
end of the line will be favored in
order to spread out the starters. In
these cases the boats starting on star-
board at the port end of the line are
automatically ahead of the boats to

windward. If you plan to try for the
pole position, you will have to lead
the fleet down the line. If you see
that you are going to be early at the
port end, let someone else have your
position and carve yourself a place
from which you can still clear the
leeward end after the start. If you
find yourself at the leeward pin too
early, then jibe around it for a port
start. Once around, watch for an
opening in the line of starters. You
may have to take some sterns to find
an opening, but don't gamble and
lose on a port-starboard situation;
Hobies are not that maneuverable.
Be patient and take only those boats
you can clear. Once clear of the star-
board starters, keep going for 100
yards or more, then you can tack
back onto starboard in clean air and
cover the fleet. The worst thing that
can happen is to be caught in the
second row behind the front line of
starters. I would rather risk being
over early anytime.

SAILING THE COURSE

Sailing a race course involves
many decisions, different ones each
time. Here are a few of your choices.
If you arrive at the weather mark on
starboard and the next leg is a reach,
concentrate on rounding the mark
in good position and increasing your
boat speed as you bear off onto the
reach. Don't bother putting your
rudder up or setting your boom vang,
as this can cost you dearly. Your
traveler setup should be in good
working order, so that you can
simply slack it off to its new posi-
tion without losing boat speed or
taking your eyes off your competi-
tion. You may find time later to put
your rudder up and set your vang,
if necessary, but I've passed many
sailors while they were preoccupied
with these adjustments.

The downwind leg of the race is
the one on which you should work
hardest and is also the one that is
most often neglected. There is always
a way to make a Hobie go a little
faster (or slower). On a downwind
leg I have worked hard, trying for
everything I can get-only to see
some guy just sitting on his Hobie,
with his main out, gazing into space
and effortlessly going just as fast

as I am. If that is what's working,
then try it. But if you don't pass him,
then you had better experiment until
you find something that does work.

The run is the time to put your
rudders up. Weight trim is all impor-
tant in sailing downwind. Test vari-
ous positions until you find a groove.
I usually start out without the vang
and, if I'm going well, I don't bother
with it. If I'm not doing well, then I
set it to see if it will help. Always try
to maneuver your Hobie into a posi-
tion that affords clear air and study
the wave patterns so that you can
get into sequence with the waves.
This is one of the best ways to in-
crease downwind speed. If you are
surfing waves, be leery of using the
vang as it can act as a brake instead
of an aid. It's another matter you
will have to experiment with your-
self as there is no hard rule.

Well, there's a few of the overall
hints that might help you on your
way in Hobie racing. A lifetime of
philosophy and techniques are in-
volved, and every skipper has his
own variations. Patience, practice,
and concentration all play a major
role in your ability to put it all to-
gether. There's plenty of room for
new ideas too; come on in, the water
is fine... 1

Hot Line thanks to Yacht Racing for
permission to reprint this revision of their
original article.
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